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QUALITY, ENVIRONMENT, 

PROTECTION AND PREVENTION POLICIES 
 

 
Grupo PV is a group of companies which manufacture, sell and applicate passive fire protection products. 
The group is characterized by providing a wide range of solutions. Since 2011, Grupo PV is part of RPM 
International Inc. The group's management considers that providing quality products and services, as well 
as respecting and protecting the environment, is one of the main competitive advantages. The quality 
and environment policy guarantees growth and consolidates the recognition on the market. To grow a 
product of such excellent quality and environmental care requires the commitment and participation of 
the entire management team, as well as all the staff of the Organization. 
 
The items included in this document, based on the philosophy and strategy of our Organization, are 
oriented to meet the demands and expectations of our customers and other stakeholders, to prevent 
non-conformities and contribute to a continuous improvement. 
 
The Quality policy, Environment, Protection and Prevention is established in the following points: 
 
Manufacture the product and provide the service in accordance with current regulations and also by the 
norms and specifications defined to satisfy the demands and expectations, explicit and implicit, of our 
costumers. 
 
Encourage the participation and involvement of all members of the Organization in the achievement of 
quality objectives. 
 
Promote constant improvement and prioritize the prevention of quality problems and failures over the 
correction of the same ones. 
 
Produce and provide services with efficient methods, removing the possibility of variation in process, 
minimizing the non-qualities and the reprocessing or repairing. 
 
Work on facilities to prevent damages to both public health and the environment, decreasing energy 
consumption, water and raw materials. In this way we contribute positively to the local community, to 
the protection of the environment and to the prevention of pollution. 
 
Comply with all applicable laws and regulations relating to the product, the environment, and the 
commitments and requirements that the company subscribes to. Comply with the Labour Risk Prevention 
Law and Personal Data Prevention Act. 
 
Involve all stakeholders in a dialogue about our activities, responding appropriately to any matter that 
may be interesting for our costumers. 
 
Provide the necessary resources (human, financial, infrastructures...) for the implementation of the 
strategies and to achieve the objectives. 
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